The finding of G --A hypermutated retroviral genomes in which up to 40% of ganine may be substituted by adenines was proposed to result from the depletion of the intraceflular dCTP concentration and suggested a means to hypermutagenize nucleic acids. Using a RNA/reverse transcriptase ratio of =4:30, comparable to that within the retroviral replication complex, G--A hypermutants were produced in a simple in vitro reaction using highly biased dNTP concentrations-4.e., a low ratio of [dCTPJ/[dTTP]. Up to 38% of G residues could be substituted, the proportion being inversely proportional to the concentration of dCTP. As G -* A hypermutation resulted from elongation beyond multiple rGdT mismatches, U -) C hypermutants resulting from multiple rU'dG mismatches were sought, and found, during cDNA synthesis using low [dATPI and high [dGTPJ. Mixed G -- RNA viruses replicate with an intrinsic replication error some 300 times greater than DNA-based microbes and 4106 times greater than eukaryotic genomes (1). This is the consequence of a total lack of replication proofreading machinery and results in an intrinsic nucleotide substitution error of 0.05-1 per genome per cycle (2). Occasionally there is a total breakdown in replication fidelity, giving rise to hypermutated genomes encoding hundreds of monotonously substituted bases (3-10).
RNA viruses replicate with an intrinsic replication error some 300 times greater than DNA-based microbes and 4106 times greater than eukaryotic genomes (1). This is the consequence of a total lack of replication proofreading machinery and results in an intrinsic nucleotide substitution error of 0.05-1 per genome per cycle (2). Occasionally there is a total breakdown in replication fidelity, giving rise to hypermutated genomes encoding hundreds of monotonously substituted bases (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
To date there are two distinct types of hypermutated RNA viral genomes. A -m I hypermutation of measles and vesicular stomatitis viral genomes is thought to result from posttranscriptional enzymatic modification of adenosine to inosine (11) . G --A hypermutated genomes have been described for a large number of retroviruses including human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) (5-10) and were hypothesized to arise during reverse transcription as a result of monotonous substitution of dCTP by dTTP due to localized depletion of intracellular dCTP (6, 10) .
If retroviral G -* A hypermutation could be produced in vitro by the manipulation of dNTP pools then it would provide a means to hypermutate nucleic acids and allow the exploration of sequence space to a degree not previously possible. Probably the major obstacle in the construction of complex and varied libraries of mutants is the inability to introduce in a quasi-random manner large numbers of mutations. Contemporary methods rely on enzymatic and chemical methods (12, 13 However, a small proportion (8.6% of the total) of other substitutions was also noted. These are unlikely to be due to Taq polymerase as the error rate on this locus is low, having been estimated to be of the order of 1/3000 bases sequenced after 30 cycles (19) . Indeed, the number of PCR cycles, 12, was deliberately kept low in order to limit Taq error.
U-* C Hypermutation Correlates with Low dATP Substrate
Concentration. The multiple G --A transitions occurred via rGdT mismatches, which are thermodynamically the most stable of all base mismatches (20, 21) . The penchant of the HIV-1 RTase to efficiently elongate beyond G-T mismatches has already been noted (22) (23) (24) (25) . Consequently, U -* C hypermutation, via rU-dG mismatches, might result from a bias in the [dATP]/[dGTP] ratio. As can be seen, cDNA synthesis was less efficient under biased purine concentrations (Fig. 1, lanes 6-8) . Subsequent sequencing of recombinants derived from these cDNAs proved that U -* C hypermutation was indeed possible (Fig. 2B) . The frequency, fu -. c, of base substitution was inversely proportional to the dATP concentration (Table 1) . Mixed hypermutants could be derived from cDNA synthesis under both biased pyrimidine and purine concentrations (i.e., 30 (6, 10) . RTase is capable of both RNA-dependent and DNA-dependent DNA synthesis. G --A hypermutation is also likely to occur during DNAdependent DNA synthesis for two reasons. (i) In the polymerization site of the HIV-1 RTase, double-stranded DNA, rather than being in the B form, is in the A conformation typical of RNA-DNA hybrids, thus attenuating any local stereochemical differences between RNA*DNA and DNA*DNA templates/primer structures during reverse transcription (26) . (ii) In the original study (6) tHypermutants were identified by A-tracking only. Consequently, only G -+ A and A --non-A transitions could be observed. As the majority of HIV-1 RTase substitutions are purine-purine transitions, the number of other substitutions will always represent a minority. All other recombinants were sequenced. As can be seen from lane 8 in Fig. 1 , cDNA synthesis using 10 nM dATP was highly inefficient. Only a single hypermutant encoding 6 U -. C transitions was identified.
to represent an example of G -* A hypermutation during DNA plus strand synthesis.
The degree of infidelity noted here, f 0.1, was surprisingly elevated given in vitro data where base misincorporation frequencies of the order of 10-4 per site have been reported (22) (23) (24) (25) . While By exploiting the ability of HIV-1 RTase to elongate beyond G-T(U) mismatches it is possible to generate all six forms of hypermutants. If the target sequence was cloned in a pBluescript vector and RNA made separately from both strands using the T3 and T7 RNA polymerases, reverse transcription of RNA in the presence of biased pyrimidine or purine concentrations would allow hypermutation of both strands: G --A and U --C hypermutants from the sense strand and apparent C --U and A -+ G hypermutants being derived from the complementary strand. Thus all four types of monotonous hypermutants (i.e., G-* A, A-* G, U-) C, and C --U), as well as two mixed forms (i.e., G --A plus U --C; C --U plus A -* G), could be generated from any sequence. Rapid quenching of the reaction with excess dNTPs resulting in hypermutagenesis of the 5' or 3' end of a template could be envisioned, as could sequential cycles of the same, or even different, types of hypermutation.
There is a substantial body of data demonstrating that DNA polymerization in the presence of unbalanced dNTP concentrations results in mutation (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . Hypermutagenesis extends these findings and allows the construction of libraries of immense and variable complexity with up to 25-30o of some bases substituted. The mutants at the upper end of the spectrum represent jumps through sequence space of unknown potential. By combining hypermutagenesis with bacterial, yeast-based screening systems, it should be possible to select for novel phenotypes, such as altered substrate dependence, drug resistance, or improved thermal stability. A glance at Escherichia coli genetics suggests an embarrassing wealth of opportunities. Together they allow exploration of sequence space to a far greater degree than hitherto possible.
These findings may have some implications for evolution. It is generally agreed that RNA genomes preceded DNA genomes (33, 34) . In the early genesis of dNTP metabolism, pool imbalances might have been commonplace. Reverse transcription under such conditions could have provided a rich source ofgenetic diversity among which a few sequences might have survived the rigors of selection.
